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Relevant Common Core Standards 

Language Arts Common Core Standards 

Reading: Key Ideas and Details 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RI.6.1Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says 

explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.6.3 Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, 

distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not. 

Writing: Text Types and Purposes 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.6.1b Support claim(s) with clear reasons and relevant evidence, 

using credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.  

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.6.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or 

events using effective technique, relevant descriptive details, and well-structured event 

sequences. 

Research to Build and Present Knowledge 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.6.7 Conduct short research projects to answer a question, 

drawing on several sources and refocusing the inquiry when appropriate. 

 CCSS.ELA-Literacy. W.6.9 Draw evidence from literary or information texts to support 

analysis, reflection and research. 

 

 

Unit Objectives 
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Students will- 

 Understand social and academic consequences of Mexican school segregation in the 

Southwest 

 Learn how to use internet and class resources to research Mendez vs. Westminster 1945 

court case 

 Create thoughtful and relevant questions for guest speaker and/or family member 

 Understand the difference between primary and secondary sources 

 Critically evaluate and use information from primary and secondary sources 

 Persuasively argue from the viewpoint of their chosen role using facts and figures, hand-

outs, readings, videos and recordings, as well as their own research 

 Create a piece of personal writing (i.e. diary entry) for group’s character   

 

To expand these lesson plans, creating a longer unit, consider combining this unit with Teaching 

Tolerance’s unit plan, “A Tale of Two Schools,” on the same topic. Their lessons include great 

background information, discussion questions, writing prompts and project activities that could 

easily be implemented in the plans provided here.  These can be found at: 

http://www.tolerance.org/activity/tale-two-schools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.tolerance.org/activity/tale-two-schools
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Mendez vs. Westminster: Separate is no Equal 

 

Lesson 1: Introduction to Mendez vs. Westminster 

Duration- 50 -60 minutes 

Materials: 

 Background Essay on the Mendez case and Discussion Questions found at: 

http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/osi04.soc.ush.civil.mendez/ 

 Approximately 9 minute video about the Mendez case found at: 

http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/osi04.soc.ush.civil.mendez/imendez-v-

westminsteri-desegregating-californias-schools/ 

 1 minute clip from Award Ceremony for 2010 Medal of Freedom Recipients.  Sylvia 

Mendez awarded at 13:50-14:42 found at: http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/298028-

2&showFullAbstract=1 

 Copies of the case summary of MENDEZ et al. v. WESTMINISTER SCHOOL DIST. 

OF ORANGE COUNTY et al. found at: 

http://d43fweuh3sg51.cloudfront.net/media/assets/wgbh/osi04/osi04_doc_mendez/osi04_

doc_mendez.pdf 

 Highlighters 

 Pencils 

 Internet Access 

 Project Screen connected to computer/internet with speakers for class viewing of videos 

 

 

http://www.teachersdomain.org/resource/osi04.soc.ush.civil.mendez/
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/osi04.soc.ush.civil.mendez/imendez-v-westminsteri-desegregating-californias-schools/
http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/osi04.soc.ush.civil.mendez/imendez-v-westminsteri-desegregating-californias-schools/
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/298028-2&showFullAbstract=1
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/298028-2&showFullAbstract=1
http://d43fweuh3sg51.cloudfront.net/media/assets/wgbh/osi04/osi04_doc_mendez/osi04_doc_mendez.pdf
http://d43fweuh3sg51.cloudfront.net/media/assets/wgbh/osi04/osi04_doc_mendez/osi04_doc_mendez.pdf
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Part One: Introduction (30 minutes) 

1. Provide each student a copy of the Background Essay.  Read the essay as a class, in pairs 

or individually.  Ask students to discuss the main points of the essay, their thoughts about 

the court case and any questions they have.   

2. Play the PBS and C-SPAN videos for the class.  Explain that while the Mendez vs. 

Westminster case happened over 68 years ago, the issues it presents on racial segregation 

and social issues are still relevant today.  Many of their older relatives may have lived 

during segregation; and there are many teachers and child psychologists who argue 

schools should still be segregated to ensure better education for students of color.  Tell 

students that the unit will culminate in a class debate in which their groups will assume 

one of eight roles from this case and try to persuade the teacher and their classmates as to 

why schools should or should not be segregated.   

Part Two: (20-25 minutes) 

1. Hand out copies of the first two pages of Westminster School District vs. Mendez court 

summary to each student.  

2. Read this individually, in pairs, or out loud as a class.  Instruct students to highlight 

anything they consider to be essential information.  

3. As a class make a list of the facts that students now know about the case based on the 

case summary, the background essay, and the videos. 
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Lesson Two: Primary and Secondary Sources 

Duration- 60-120 minutes 

Preparation:  

Reserve one to two hours in school or local library computer lab 

Materials- 

 Computer for each student (or pair of students) 

 White Board, chalkboard, or large butcher paper 

Procedures- 

Part One: (25 minutes) 

1. Divide the white board, chalkboard, or butcher paper into two sections.  Above the first 

write “Primary” and above the second write “Secondary.” Explain to students that there 

are two different kinds of sources we use when researching: primary and secondary 

sources. Primary sources are written by people from the time period, who lived through 

the experience, while secondary sources are written by scholars and academics removed 

from the experience and often after the time period. Ask students to brainstorm examples 

of primary and secondary sources for a specific historical period: For example, 

Columbus’ exploration and ‘discovery’ of America, or any other historical period that’s 

been covered in class.  What would an example of a primary source be for Columbus’ 

exploration? (his journal, accounts by priests, or other sailors with Columbus) What 

would an example of a secondary source be? (Children’s book written about Columbus, 

articles written by historians, chapters in textbooks) Write down at least 5 examples given 

by students for each type of resource.  

Part Two: (60 minutes) 
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2. Explain to students that they are going to conduct their own research on the Mendez case 

using the computers.  They will have one hour to find both primary and secondary 

sources for learning about the case.  They may use videos, recordings, articles, or 

academic websites such as those that end with .org, .gov, the History Channel’s website 

or PBS. Students should have at least one primary and two secondary sources by the end 

of class.   

 

Lesson Three: Interview Questions 

Duration- 40 minutes 

Materials- 

 Paper, pens, pencils 

Procedures- 

1. Explain to students that tomorrow a guest speaker will be visiting the class to discuss 

segregation.  Today, they will create the interview questions for the guest speaker.  

Remind students that they should use what they’ve learned in their research so far to 

guide them in creating relevant and interesting questions.  Divide students into groups of 

4 or 5 and tell them they have 30 minutes to write 5 questions as a group. 

2. Meet back as a whole class and ask each group to share their questions.  As students 

share, record their questions on the board.  Put a tally mark next to any questions that 

appear more than once.  Explain to the class that we want to narrow the number of 

questions down to 10.  Each group will go to the board and place a tally mark next to 

their favorite questions.  The top ten questions will be asked in class tomorrow. 

3. Email the guest speaker the questions in preparation for tomorrow’s presentation. 
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Lesson Four: Guest Speaker 

Duration- 60 minutes 

Procedures- 

Part One: Introduction (5-10 minutes) 

1. Introduce the guest speaker to the class, explain to students that they will be taking notes 

and recording the answers to their interview questions in their notebooks.   

Part Two: (50 minutes) 

2. Guest speaker presentation and interview by students.  

 

Lesson Five: Preparation for Debate 

Duration- (60 minutes) 

Materials- 

 Computers with internet access 

 Popsicle sticks 

 Class notes 

 Previous Research 

Procedures- 

Preparation: 

Label eight popsicle sticks numbers 1 through 8. Reserve computer lab for one hour 

Part One: Introduction (10 minutes) 

1. Divide students into eight different groups (if this won’t allow for an adequate number of 

students in each group, then eliminate one of the groups from the debate so that the 
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remaining groups will be big enough.  Explain to students that this will be their group for 

the class debate on the question “Should schools be segregated?”  

2. Have one representative from each group pick a numbered popsicle stick out of the hat or 

bag.  Explain which number correlates with which group: (1) Sylvia Mendez, (2) 

Westminster Main School Principal, (3) Hoover School Principal, (4) White psychologist 

arguing for school segregation, (5) White psychologist arguing against segregation, (6) 

White community member, (7) Mexican community member, (8) Jurors (This group will 

judge the debate, their research will consist of creating a rubric with which to judge the 

other groups’ presentations. If you are short on students, eliminate this group, and judge 

the debate yourself, invite a community member or other teacher to judge) 

Part Two: (50 minutes) 

3. Explain to students that they have one hour to use the computers to conduct research to 

make a persuasive argument from the point of view of the person or group that they will 

be representing in the debate.  They can also use the research that they have already 

collected and the information they learned through previous class sessions.  Remind the 

jurors that they are researching how to judge the debate, creating a rubric and 

brainstorming the arguments they may expect to hear.  

 

Lesson Six: Continued Preparation for Debate 

Duration- 60 minutes to 120 minutes 

Materials- 

 Previous student research 
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 Hand out from icivics “Yeah, but” activity found at: 

http://cdn.icivics.org/sites/default/files/uploads/Yeah%20But.pdf 

 Paper, pencil 

Procedures- 

Part One: Introduction 

1. Explain to students that they are going to continue working on their preparation for the 

class debate today, focusing on how to create arguments and counter arguments to 

represent their person or group in the debate.  Hand out the “Yeah, but” Activity. 

Part Two: Yeah, but. . . 

2. As a class, walk students through the “Yeah, but” activity, following the hand out.  As a 

class, guide students in filling out the second page, allowing them to practice creating 

counter arguments.  If time permits, continue on to the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 pages, allowing 

students to continue to add to the idea web provided in the hand out.  

Part Three: Group preparation of arguments and counter-arguments 

3. In their groups, students will list their main arguments that they think will present the 

case or point of view of their person or group in the best light.  Then, they will brainstorm 

the arguments they think other groups main present that are in opposition to their own, 

and create persuasive counter-arguments to present during the debate.  Depending upon 

the class needs, this activity can be continued for another class period.  

 

Lesson Seven: Class Debate 

Duration- (60 minutes to 120 minutes) 

Materials- 

http://cdn.icivics.org/sites/default/files/uploads/Yeah%20But.pdf
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 Group research and debate notes 

Procedures- 

Part One: Introduction (5 minutes) 

1. Explain to students the format of the class debate: Each group will get 5 minutes to 

present their initial points.  They should take notes during other groups’ presentations so 

that they can be preparing to counter those points.  Once Round 1 has been completed, 

groups will have 5 minutes to prepare for Round 2.  During Round 2 each group will get 

3 minutes to present their counter arguments.  Depending on the time available, this can 

continue into a third a round as well.  For the last round each group will 2 minutes to 

present their ‘closing arguments.’ 

Part Two: Debate 

2. Conduct the debate following the format above.  This may take two class periods 

depending upon the number of groups and rounds. 

Part Three: Judge the Debate 

3. Once the debate has been completed, meet with the jurors (if using student jurors).  

Discuss who they thought won and why and how each group did according to the created 

rubric.  While you are meeting with the jurors, have group members write their own 

assessment of the debate: what went well, what could have gone better, what arguments 

surprised them, how well were they prepared, etc.   

4. Announce the winners and discuss the debate and the process of preparing as a class.   

 

 

 


